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Abstract. 
Equitable development is one of Kenya's current objectives, and 
will increasingly be emphasized in the next plan period.^ Yet, there is 
considerable evidence to suggest that'development is far.equitable at 
present, partly for political reasons, and partly because of autonomous 
development processes tend to foster inequity. 
This paper concentrates on such autonomous processes in rural 
development and proposes research to uncover present trends in equity 
differentials in rural areas -which result from the diffusion of new income 
generating technologies in agriculture. The proposed research also hopes 
to identify likely forces which accelerate inequitable developmnt and which 
can be manipulated to produce greater equity. 
The proposed research, will be a panel study. That is, & sample 
of Tetu farmers who were interviewed in 1970 on adoption behaviors, will be 
interviewed again on similar variables to produce insights in trends and 
processes. In addition, more detailed information will be gathered on 
variables describing levels of living, consolidation of economic as well 
as political pox-aer, etc. 
The study forms part of the Tetu Special Rural Development 
Programme's (SoR.DoP) extension pilot project i\ihich aims at developing 
replicable methods for equitable rural development through the dissemination 
of new technology to farmers who have remained or lagged behind in the 
scramble "to make it". 
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"Desirable economic growth is that which 
is reflected in actual improvement in 
education, health and living conditions 1,, 
of the majority of our people (G.C.K. Mutiso) 
The desire in Kenya to build a nation based on the principle of 
fair and equitable distribution of incomes amongst the total population, 
lias been clearly expressed in various declarations and publications that 
•K-
have been put out by KANU and the Government since Kenya attained it's 
independence in 1963. ^he KANU Manifesto for instance states that: "We 
shall therefore strife to attain the fastest rate of.economic growth and 
to. secure a .just distribution of the national income• both between different 
areas _of .the .country.and.betmon..indiviflunls I:o«gJ"2. This manifesto was 
published in 1963, first and foremost, as an election campaign document. 
However, as soon as the party was elected to power in the same year, a 
second document "The Sessional Paper Ho. 10" ^ was published. This new 
document, was no more than an amplified fashion of the original document 
and in it we find similar sentiments on the distribution of the national 
cake as those contained in the manifesto. For example. Sessional Paper Ho. 10 
isolated six objectives which would be pursued by the new nation state in 
it's attempts to achieve a society molded along the philosophy of African 
socialism. One of the six objectives stated that: The*...................... 
Government will c^ ndavour to .achieve a high and growing per capita income, 
_equitably_distributed (p. 2, vi)" 
The sentiments expressed in these two documents wQre later. 
A 
explicated in the development plan of 1964—69 1 which was, however, shelved 
as soon as the hurried nature of it's preparation became apparent (The 
plan was shelved under the code name "The Red Plan However,.a revised 
and more detailed Plan (code named "The Green Plan") of 1966-70,"' was 
prepared on the basis of the red piano In this revised plan,,we find the 
some philosophy as contained in the previous documents. Thus, this plan 
stated that: The very emphasis on the Flan on a fair distribution of the 
results of economic progress means that those of us who already have well 
paid jobs in the modern sphere of, the economy cannot expect our lot to "be 
improved as rapidly.as that of the loss, fortunate",* These three documents 
(The KA1TU Manifesto, The Sessional Paper Ho. 10 and the 1966-6° Plan) all 
suggest the ideology which the Party and Government adopted after 
independence as the basis for the country's development efforts. The writers 
* KAHU: KENYA AFRICAN NATIONAL UNION. 
of the three documents appear to have "boon more concerned with asserting 
the philosophical base of the ideology than with it's application. 
An ideology, stated or implied has two aspects according to 
S.So Hushi^ and others. These authors recognize two aspects of a given 
ideology, (l) The Puro Ideology based on values (moral and ethical concepts 
of "right" or "wrong", "good" or "bad"), and (2) The applied ideology based 
on "Rules" which prescribe behavior in concrete situations and,which can 
therefore be expected to have practical consequences. Usually, ideology 
type two is ''•ased on idc-ology type one in that, the former is simply on 
opcrationalizatipn form of the latter. Using this classification, of 
mushi and others, one can say the KANU manifesto, the Sessional Paper Ho. 10 
and the Green Plan of 196<$-70 fit the Pure ideology rather than the applied 
ideology. In other words, these three documents did not provide explicit 
"Rules" or even explicit "strategies" through and by which the National 
objectives contained in them could bo achieved. The current Development 
Plan 1970-74' aims at remedying this shortcoming. In it we find the 
formulation of a major shift in strategy. The new strategy was aimed at 
achieving th.9 objective of equitable distribution of incomes. Thus in 
it's preface, the plan states that "Rural development is,the_._bas.ic 
sjratc^ of, this plan, for it is. our aim that the, fjguits. of_jicvelppment 
be. shaded amongst the mass of the people ,a s_j\ _, whoJLenot just jynmgsi^a. 
few .(Prefcyoe ivl". 
The Flan now in preparation (1974—78) goes much farther. As a 
result of such events as the *IL0 Mission on unemployment, mounting 
pressure in parliament, and the realization of the inadequacy,of past and 
present measures to slow the widespread increases in inequity, the next 
plan f»cuses on three inequity gaps: 
(1) The gap between urban and rural sectors (the differential 
having been identified as being 5;l) 
(2) The gap between geographical areas (Districts), and 
( 3 ) The gap between the various income groups within an area. 
To fill the first gap, the emphasis on rural development will 
be greatly strengthened. Signs of this greater emphasis were provided 
-x- THE INTERNATIONAL LABOUR ORGANISATION MISSION TO KENYA ON UNEMPLOYMENT 
MARCH 1972. 
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by the 1972 Budget speech, -which introduced increased taxes on mostly 
urban oonsumer goods to provide for more funds for-rural development. The 
next Plan itself will stress the.further implementation of the already 
iniated District Planning Policy, i.e. the Plan will be District specific, 
which will also allow the filling of the second gap more easily. 
To fill the second gap even further, the plan will, for the first 
time in Kenya's Post Independence history, allow the use of criteria of 
equity and employment provision next to economic growth criteria, in the 
assessment and selection of projeots, Hence, it will allow spending funds 
in areas where returns to investment are not optimal for growth but 
necessary for the improvement of social welfare and employment,conditions 
in suoh areas. In fact, as a result of the ILO Mission report, each 
recommendation in the plan will be looked at from the point of view of 
employment and equitable development, while areas will get resouroes and 
service allocations which are not tied to their resource endowment-«-
To fill the third gap, the plan will introduce a dc-finate incomes 
policy, Also there seems an increasing conviction among Government officers 
that Government Services should be directed more to the poor, even at the 
expense of lowered output. However, such a conviction does not seem to be 
held by all officers within the erchelons of the civil service. 
From the foregoing, it is quite clear that one of the most cherished 
objectives of the Kenya Government is equitable distribution of the 
National income across the mass of the people. However, as we have already 
stated oaylier, between a stated objective and the achivement of that 
objective* there lies a world of difference * It is one thing to formulate 
an objective or a goal in any undertaking, but it is another thing altogether 
to be able to formulate feasible strategics aimed at achieving that objective. 
One of the main bottlenecks in solving this problem is lack of data and other 
relevant information about the process one is trying t» control, and effects 
of past efforts to control the process. Realizing this fact, we have 
* Information about the 1974—78 plan has been gathered by the author from 
a scries of Provincial Seminars that wore given by the Ministry of Finance 
and Planning and also from lectures given to District Development Officer 
Trainees at the Adult Studies Centre, Kikuyu by MFP officials. 
decided to focus our attention in tills study to the close examination of the 
distribution process in our national economy and particulary on the question; To^ 
ybfft extent past. present gtrat.egi.es employed, by; Government development 
ma.chin.ery hasT affected. th,e_^ achievement, of. the national, objective of fair .and 
--quitable.,distribution pf_the_.fruits pf Independence? 
Given our present resources of time, personnel and finance, wo realize that 
we cannot carry out a comprehensive study as suggested by our question for the 
whole econoity.inspite of the fact that such a study is urgently needed. To this 
end therefore, we have decided to limit ourselves to the rural agricultural sector. 
After all, more than 80^ of our population lives in the rural areas and the majority 
of that population (about three out of every four), depends on agriculture for 
earning a living. But again, the rural agricultural sector is itself too large and 
complex. Therefore again we have chosen to specifically examine this sector in a 
small aroa of the country. We hope that our findings viz—a—viz our research 
question, will be indicative of what is happening in the small—scale agricultural 
sector of our economy with regard to the distribution of incomes. 
For our purposes then, wo have chosen 'fc-tu Division of ITyeri District, 
Central Province, as our area of study. The decision to limit ourselves to the 
study of the rural agricultural sector in Tetu Division, has been prompted by the 
following reasons?— 
1. That about 80fc of KenyaT s population lives in the rural areas and that 
about throe quarters of this population depends directly on agriculture 
for earning a living. 
2. That the development of agriculture therefore, forms the major vehicle 
through which the lives of the bulk of Kenya's population can be 
improved. 
3. That Tetu Division has been chosen by the Government as one of the six 
pilot "Special Rural Development Programme (SoR.DoPo)" areas in o 
accordance with the recommendations of the Kericho Conference (1966) 
9 
and the Moris — Hcyer — Ireri Report. The Institute for Development 
Studies of the University of Ilairobi was commissioned by the Kenya 
Government to cariy out a base — lino research,,experimentation and 
evaluation of the Tetu programme. Consequently, a team of researchers 
from the,Institute, has boon engaged since 1970 in carrying out various 
research, experimental and evaluation projects in the Division. The 
author of.this proposal is a member of this team. Thi? proposed study, 
therefore, aims at supplementing the on—going research, experimentation 
and evaluation projects in the Division. 
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4« Tha"t the, a "baseline study" ^  of the division has already been 
completed and that some of it's findings have revealed a marked 
development gap existing between individual farmers in the 
Division. The gap was identified through the construction of 
a farmer progrcssiveness index x^ ahich was based first on the 
number of a given list of income generating innovations a farmer 
_ . in the sample had adopted and also on the relative 
earliness he adopted any of these innovations viz - a viz other 
farmers in the Division (p. 15).""''' Thus, 26fo of Tetu farmers 
were found to be most progressive (i.e. had adopted most of the 
income—generating innovations over the longest period of time), 
21% were found to be Upper middle progressives, 29^ - were found to 
be lower middle progressives whereas 18$ wore found to be 
laggards (i.e. those farmers who scored zero on the progressive— 
noss scale or who in other words, had so far not adopted any of 
the income—generating innovations that were studied). Looked at 
another way? this means that since income acruing to farmers in 
Tetu Division are derived fscmtho eight income—generating 
innovations that wore studied,(i.e« Hybrid maize, ooffee, Tea, 
Pyrethrum, Certified Potatoes, Macadamia nuts, grade cattle 
and pigs), those who were identified as laggards were getting 
zero incomes from these innovations whereas the 27% most 
progressive farmers wore getting the highest incomes from these 
major agricultural income—generating innovations. The two middle 
groups (Upper middle progressives and lower middle progressives), 
wore getting incomes lower than the most progressive farmers but 
higher than the laggards. 
The Tetu S.R.D.P. baseline study provides a unique opportunity, not 
only for studying the effects of S.R.D.P's acoelerated development efforts on 
equity, but, more generally, the examination of the process which govern 
equitable development over time. The 1970.baseline study allows us to carry 
out what is called a "panel study" that is, a repetition of the 197Q study two 
years later. Such a repetition allows the identification of trendy, and 
possibly, of those factors associated with observed trends. Hence, such a 
study seems promising in allowing the formulation of recommendations which 
would allow government to improve it's ability to achieve equitable rural 
development. 
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Thus the proposed study will he a phase II baseline study with the objective 
of comparing the 1970 situation and the .972 situation regarding the following 
variables: 
(l) The adoption of income generating innovations5 (2) the degree to which 
the most progressive farmers have entrenched themselves in exploiting the fanning 
wealth and resource endoxment of the division (perhaps at the expense of the poorer 
majority); (3) the total share of government services like extension, credit and 
education facilities that has been takon up by the wealthy farmers; and (4) 
consumption patterns and differentials, in an effort to try and document the gaps 
in the levels of living as they exist and change between the four classes of farmers 
identified in 1970, 
T^^IICAL 
Agriculture is the backbone of Kenya's economy® It is oven more so for the 
Kenya's rural areas where the majority of the population,is located* The type of 
agriculture practised in the rural areas is based, mostly, on a system of farming 
characterised bjr a high degree of subsistence production, resulting from low 
productivity of both land and labour resources* With such a system of farming, per 
capita cash incomes are usually very low or absent altogether. This system of 
farming has evolved from the continued application of archaic methods of production 
based on the continued use of low yielding crop and livestock "varieties" combined 
with the use of traditional husbandry techniques0 Yet, modern technology 
comprising of new} high yielding crop and animal as well as Improved husbandry 
techniques are available or can bo made available} to allow for the successful 
transformation of this system oriented to subsistence production to a system geared 
to market production*. 
Such a transformation based on the substitution of archaic methods of 
production with production based on modern agricultural technology depends on the 
successful development of such technology and it's dissemination to and diffusion 
in the social system whose past methods of farming are found to be wanting. Given 
this our admittedly limited, orientation to development, we base our theoretical 
considerations on the work done by adherents of the "Diffusion of Innovations" 
school of thought. 
The central elements of diffusion theory are (l) the innovation (defined ass 
An idea, practice or object perceived as new by an individual or members of a 
social system); (2) which is communicated- through certain channels^ (3) over, timej. 
(4) among members of a social system. ^ The implication of diffusion theory, is that, 
the degree to which income generating ^ ^ovatipn^.hgvG been adopted in a social 
system, can be used. 
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as ono^  me as ur e of, that s.ocial, systems, level o,f_ income a.nd, it^ s^  level, of 
economic. doycljojOTont. Thus an incro^sc in the, rate..of_ ^ iffusion and .adoption 
of. income—/yenerat in? innovations canA accpr din£_ to.jtho, thepryj, res tilt, in an 
increase, in the level of economic development of that social system. It 
appears then that, developmental strategics (in the form of the introduction 
of desirable income—generating innovations) geared to increasing the incomes 
of people in a given social system (e.g. farmers in a rural area) must at least 
aim at disseminating and diffusing income—generating innovations to the 
social system. 
The diffusion of innovation research tradition has developed a 
number of generalizations about the diffusion process which are based on more 
then a thousand empirical studies,"'"'3 carried out all over the world, Che 
important aspect of the diffusion of an innovation among members of a social 
system is that n o t . i n n o v a t i o n at the, same time* Some 
members adopt the innovation earlier than others. Those who adopt earliest 
arc referred to as Progressives (progressiveness horo being defined as; 
"The degree to_ which an individual is relatively earlier in adopr^ in^  _a new 
idea, t.hpn other.. members of the, social. s y s t e m ^ h a t is to say, those who 
adopt earlier arc more progressive than those who adopt later. At this point, 
one might thc-n ask: why should some members of a social system be more 
progressive than other members of the same system? Diffusion researchers have 
managed to isolate various factors that seem to differentiate progressive, 
members of a given social sjrstom from the less progressive. For instance, it 
has been found in many parts of the world that more progressive people are 
richer; have larger farms; have more education; hold more leadership positions 
and have more contact with the world outside their social system through mass 
media expoturo, travel and contact with change agents, than the less progressive 
farmers. 
The process by which an innovation diffuses through a social system 
can in fact, be described as follows; The innovation is initially adopted 
by a very small group of highly progressive (innovative) individuals who learn 
about the innovation through mass media exposure, travel or contact with 
change agents. This group is soon copied by a slightly larger group composed 
of notpblosj. people with high socio-economic status who cannot risk their 
positions in the community by innovating unless it seems beneficial to do so, 
From thpn onwards, the innovation spreads at an accelerated rate, snowball 
fashion, largely through word—of-mouth until most people in the community have 
adopted it. The last to adopt are the poor unventuresome individuals referred 
"to as "laggards". Thus the diffusion process theoretically takes the 
following shape. 
% Adopters 
In a nutshell then, the diffusion of innovation researchers tell 
us that this is the pattern of diffusion of innovations that is observed 
around the world* The pattern has been documented so often (including Totu 
Division) that it seems inevitable0 One is told, for instance, that it is 
useless,for a change—agent to visit the "laggards'" or the less progressive 
farmers, because they will adopt last anyway and then only on the basis of 
word—of — mouth advice of follow farmers and not on the basis of change 
agent advice „ 
Consequently, the diffusion theory ends,up giving an ideological 
underpinning to the "Progressive Farmer strategy"t according to which the 
change agent can .optimize his impact by concent rating his efforts on .the 
most. progressive (and therefore ^ e_altiiipst_). to. grasp 
(or is ^jLt. to. .now. innpyati_ons. and, who. have the money (and j^ rpbobl^ r 
other advantages) to implement them, _ Qtio_ thereby, mazjrrag.es.the pay—off from 
limited, resources of the change agent (Extension worker). What is more the 
diffusion process will (we are told), ensure that innovations will spread 
throughout the community Until all it's members have adopted it. 
Thus, the progressive farmer strategy not only maximizes the direct impact 
15 of the change — agent but is said to also maximize his indirect impact. 
But alas, we beg to differ from the predictions of the diffusion 
theory, especially as far as it assume^ ^ that the increased adoption of 
(2) 
innovations leads to increased incomes, wnich will ' accrue to all members of 
the social system' by virtue of the fact that the diffusion process will ensure 
that all members of the social system adopt the innovations. But we differ 
from no these arguments and also on the arguments on which the "Progressive 
farmer strategy" is based. Our differences can be best viewed from the 
examination of the following model which we have derived from the diffusion 
theoiy. 
2 3 4 5 X 
Assumed ' D l f f u -
presence of , s ion 
a battery i f j -
new technologyCoramu-
gy (or !nnova-Vi1 cation 
tlons) 
Adoption -
Increased Con-J 
t ro l over the j 
environment 
Increased 1 
Productivity^ 
of avai lable! 
resources L 
Increased 
Incomes: -
j Adopt!on of 
technology or 
Further Incre Innovations by 
ase 1n _ ^ r o t a l popula-
control over. t ion therefore 
the environ- Whole pop. 
ment enjoy the 
benefits of new 
technology 
, This model represents the assumptions of diffusion theory. For 
instance, the diffusion theory presupposes (l) The existence of a battery 
of innovations (or now ideas, practices or technology) which 0511 be diffused 
to a social system through approprieto communication techniques; which ( 2 ) 
is adopted first by an innovative individual or group of individuals as a 
result of which that innovative individual or group of individuals acquire a 
greater control over their environment due to the application of the superior 
technology. As a result of this newly acquired control of the environment, 
the individual or group of.individuals are (3) able to raise the productivity 
of their resources of land, labour, capital and management which in turn results 
(4) in increased incomes which allow the individual or group of individuals to 
acquire an even higher degree.of Control Over their environment through further 
adoption of other innoyations, or even through further increased productivity 
of resources. Finally, since the diffusion process according to the diffusion 
theory will complete itself, (5) The majority of the population will adopt the 
new innovation, and there—by be able to enjoy similar benefits to those 
enjoyed by the few who adopted first. Since all members of the social system 
will eventually adopt the process would thus ensure a fair and equitable 
distribution of incomes resulting from the adoption of the new innovation. 
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In reality however, this may not ho the case because:-
(1) The dissemination of knowledge about the new innovation usually favours 
only one group of individuals at the expense of the majority of the population. 
For instance the findings from the baseline survey conducted in Tetu showed that 
extension workers (a major vehicle for diffusing innovations in rural areas) 
concentrated on the progressive farmers? The study noted that: "In almost ovc-ry 
department of extension activity^ the more progressive farmers receive, dispropox^ 
tipnateJLx.^ re.ater attention from government extension staff tihg>ni laggards", and goes 
further. _tp_ state, that .indeed ..nearly, two fifths. of. the .laggards, compared to none pf_ 
the mosti progressives^ . haye.,.npver .."been. apy kind 
during the last year.. (1969), ,p« 27" If such laggards are infrequentljr visited 
by extension workers, it is difficult for them to come to hear and subsequently 
adopt new innovations introduced in their social system until they eventually hear 
about it through the inaccurate grapevine. 
(2) It is not always the case that the adoption of an innovation, leads to 
increased productivity» Some innovations may require special inputs in the form of 
other innovations before their full potential can be realized "eg The Package deal". 
Now if one farmer only adopts one item from the package and none of the others, ho 
might end up in lowering his productivity instead of increasing it. i'or instance, 
the farmer who adopts hybrid ijiaize seed alone,and omits the adoption of other 
requirements like fertilizers, proper spacing, early planting, early weeding, pest 
control etc may end up realizing lower yields than he would have otherwise got 
from planting local maize seed instead of hybrid. 
(3) The adoption of an innovation, oven if it leads to increased productivity, 
is no guarantee that such adoption would load to increased incomes. There are 
factors that make this assumption untenable: 
(a) Increased productivity may result in over production which in turn leads 
to gruts in the market culminating in producers being paid prices that are below 
the breakeven point. 
(b) Increased productivity may require the use of more inputs to the point 
where the production of any given commodity becomes unprofitable. In any case, 
increased use of more inputs, raises the demand of the inputs and if such demand 
exceeds supply, producers may find themselves paying higher prices for these 
inputs. If this happens the cost of producing the commodity rises and this 
lowers the profit margins. 
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4. The predictions of the diffusion theory that the diffusion process -would 
always complete itself in the long—run, i.e. that in time, all members of a given 
social system would he able to adopt the innovation, is unrealistic. It is 
particulary unrealistic in the field of farming for the following reasons; 
a) If the innovation is geared to the production of export commodities, the 
governments of the producer countries have usually no control of the quantity 
produced especially by other producers and this may lead to over production and in 
turn lead to international restrictions on production e.g* through quota restrictions? 
Such restrictions could be imposed on young producer countries x-jhose potential 
production of the commodity have not yet been fully exploited. The imposition of 
such quotas forces producer countries to pass laws forbidding further production/ 
adoption of that commodity. In Kenya we have already witnessed this with coffee. 
The International quota restriction on coffee production was imposed in 1965 when 
our' potential production had hardly been exploited. Following on the imposition 
of the quota, the government enacted laws prohibiting further expansion (acreage 
as well as growers) and as a. result of this, many small-scale farmers who had the 
potential for the production of coffee were unable to adopt it. Currently, there 
are rumours circulating in various influential quarters that, Kenya may very soon 
find herself facing another quota restriction on tea even though the small—scale 
tea production programme has.not yet touched the majority of potential tea producers. 
When such quotas are imposed, those,who are lucky enough to have adopted such crops 
continue to enjoy incomes from them, incomes not enjoyed by those who are prevented 
from adopting the same crops through such prohibitive laws. One can argue that 
since such crops are not the only available income—generating innovations in faiming, 
the farmers who are unable to adopt the prohibited commodities can always adopt 
other unrestricted innovations. However, while this is true, it is also true that 
those farmers who happen to have adopted the new restricted innovations, will also 
be candidates for any other new innovations introduced In their area since no laws 
prevents them from doing so. If these farmers also adopt the other Innovations then 
their level of incomes would never be equal or even nearer the level of incomes of 
the other farmers who ware,prohibited from adopting the innovations that had a quota 
restriction. Thus in time, there x^ ould be a marked lopsided distribution of incomes 
in such a social system especially if the incomes acruing to the members of such 
a system come mainly from farming. 
b) A H members of a social system may fail to adopt a given innovation ev$n 
in the long-run because some of them and these could be quite a sizeable number, 
might not have the necessary resources required for the adoption of such innovations. 
Some members may lack sufficient land, 
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capital, labour or even managerial skills that are necessary for the 
adoption of a given innovation. How, unless some mechanisms for providing 
such,people with the extra resources required for adoption t,c1x; instituted, 
then, such people, would never be able to adopt such innovations. This 
could be particulary the case where the distributive mechanisms for extending 
to farmers necessary services required for the adoption of such innovations 
(e.g. credit, extension etc.) continued to bo made available to the most 
progressive and usually most wealthy members of a social system while the 
least progressive and usually the poorest members of the same system received 
none or very little of those services. A situation like this has already been 
observed both in Tetu, Kisii and Vihiga Divisions. 
5) ®ven assuming that the diffusion process would complete itself 
and that all members of the social system would be -bio to adopt a given 
innovation in the long-run, there would still be a problem of equitable 
distribution of incomes. This problem would come about because those few 
innovators who adopt earliest, would in the first instance be able to enjoy 
extra incomes from this innovation If it succeeds during the time the majority 
of farmers are holding back and waiting to see whether the innovation would 
succeed or fail.Such extra incomes would be in the form of pioneer or windfall 
profits that would result from the higher prices the early innovators would 
get from the commodity due to it's limited supply. Extra saving on costs of 
production would add on to the pioneer profits. This extra savings would 
result from the fact that, at the early days, the prices for inputs necessary 
for the production of the new commodity would be lower due to limited demand. 
Such prices would rise as soon as more people adopt the innovation and start 
demanding more inputs. Also at the early days, the early adoptors may get 
government subsiditios offered to try and encourage more producers to adopt 
an innovation but such subsidies may be removed as soon as the majority of 
producers adopts the innovation. Again such a thing has already occurcd in 
Kenya. Previously, farmers used to got fertilizer subsidies of up to 40%. 
Today, such a subsidy has been drastically reduced even though the majority 
of small—scale farmers have just started to use fertilizers in larger quantities 
than ever before. This means, that those who have just started using fertilizers 
will have their potential profits reduced by a percentage equal to the cut in the 
subsidy. All these added together, would mean that.the early innovators of 
innovations would enjoy higher incomes at the early, stages and this higher-
incomes would enable them to accumulate and grab "more of the limited good". 
One would then not expect the majority of farmers to be able to even catch up 
with this small group of innovators unless the diffusion process was 
deliberately manipulated so as to remove all the bottlenecks that stops the 
majority of producers from adopting innovations at the earliest opportunity. 
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Thus, where innovations are left to diffuse through a social sjrstem in 
the manner predicted "by the diffusion theory, a situation can easily develop 
•whereby a small minority of people would adopt all the money making innovations 
while the majority would be left with little or no incomes. In that case, one 
would probably find JaESWiJ?£. i®n. Jj-PX .amon^t^en,J^O^ mllion 
beggers". This type of development is not without precedents. In India for 
instance, the "Green Revolution17 resulting from the rapid diffusion of "miracle" 
rice and wheat, has evolved to the point where "the benefitsr derived^  from those 
innovations, rema.ins^ jjne^ vpnl^  ^ ptrijout eci giving, rise_tot serious^jppliticel^jmvest 
(^Erown,^  Such situations appears to be prevalent especially in the 
countries of the third world. Their prevalence appears to have motivated a 
recent speech by Robert Mcnamara, the President of the World Bank, in which these 
countries were worned ,s(bp.ut the need to. iron put. ^ heir own. massive ,inpjquplities in f 
income« He went further to say that «.. . the, failure, pf the third world, .to deal 
with i_t 1 s. own poor of^the total poftulaftion),«ir is. also....a threap to^ jge^ pe 
.000.00.000 . &..situation, which cannot be torolpted^ .fpr. too. long a time by any 
" 10*"" 
government, hpoings. tp J'JcssprTC cjL^ il^ order v " It Is in the light of such 
disturbing revelations of the consequences of the type of developments that lead 
to situations where the rich get richer and the poor poorer, that we have decided 
to look into this question of income distribution among the rural population with 
the hope that, if our study comes up with findings which show a worsening trend in 
income distribution among rural farmers, we will be in a position to recommend to 
Government various steps that it can take in arresting the situation. 
Here in Kenya, the majority.of modern agricultural innovations and 
especially the income—generating types, have been introduced via the "Progressive 
Parmer Strategy" of which we have already spoken, Infact, the introduction of the 
major income generating agricultural innovations, which started as sooij. as the 
20 
swynnerton plan was accepted by the then colonial government in 1954j followed 
the "Progressive Parmer Strategy" swynnerton seems to have been fully aware of.the 
consequences of that type of diffusion. In his report he states, for instance, 
that: "In future, if these recommendations are, .accepted, former government policy 
will have to be^ jreyprsed and able energetic or,riph Afrj.p.aff.5, mXl.he .able tp, 
acquire more land, and bad or poor farmers lpssA creating a, landed and a landless class," "This,"^  he continued," is_ jLJiormal, step in the evolution of a country, 
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jji.J*Mo^ . J^wymiertpn^. . J^ Swynnerton was apparently thinking in the lines 
through which his own country, Britain, had evolved. Unfortunately he appears to 
have forgotten the fact that such, an evolution took place in Britain and elsewhere 
only after the Industrial sector of Britain had grown sufficiently to have been 
able to absorb the millions of the landless that were thrown out of agriculture. 
But the reality of the Kenyan situation then, now and even in the foreseeable 
future, is that, our Industrial sector has not as yet developed to the 
level when it can absorb landless people thrown out of the land by such 
policies. Thij-S such a recommendation was immature and ill - conceived. 
Never tholoss, the report and it's recommendations was accepted and 
adopted by the then Government end it's implementation started in 195&. 
One suspects that the report has formed the basis for most past efforts 
geared at the development of Kenya's small—scale farm sector, i.e. efforts 
which have followed the Progressive armor strategy, resulting in the 
present inequitable development. 
The time seems ripe now for Kenya to heed the warning of the 
President of the ^ "orld Bonk. Infact, we saw earlier that the Kenya 
Government is already seriously trying to redress the situation. Hence, 
we have undertaken this study in the hope of providing government with 
information and recommendations which can help it to plan strategies for 
implementing equitable development. 
From our consideration of the consequences of diffusion of new 
innovations,,and some historical processes in Kenya's small farm—sector 
development, we have formed some expectations and hypotheses which have . 
guided us in the design of the panel study of Totu farmers. Specifically, 
we aim to test the following hypothesis 
1. That the income distribution gap between the most progressive 
m 
and the least progressive farmers in etu Division has been 
widening rather than closing, over the last two years (1971— 
1972). 
2. That as a result of the widening income gap, between these 
two groups of farmers, the raost progressive and therefore the 
wealthiest group of farmers, have continued to acquire more 
resources as well as available but limited government.services 
at the expense of the least progressive and therefore, the 
poorer group of farmers and that this former group has thus 
placed itself in a position where it can further increase the 
income gap. 
3. That as a result of the widening income gap between those 
two groups of farmers, the former group has not only increased 
it's economic power but that it has also inoreapod it's political 
power ins^ito of the fe.ct that both types of powers are limited 
goods, 
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4» That as a result of tljc- •widening income gap "between these 
two groups of, farmers, the high incomc group has acquired a 
consumption habit different from the low income group. 
5» That the high income group is rapidly consolidating it's 
advantage by giving its children superior education and 
training probably through extra incomes earned on investments 
outside farming. 
For the.purposes of testing hypothesis.one, data similar to that 
collected in 1970, using a similar questionnaire, will be gathered on the 
same sample that was studied. This will include data on income—generating 
innovations that each farmer has adopted to date, the length of time since 
adoption of each innovation, the size of each innovation, land size, labour 
size, other economic activities each farmer engages himself in as well as 
1 :... . estimated cash incomes that qo-fikjc to. each every year. Since we 
already have information 011 these items for 1970, it will then be easy to 
compare the information wo get in 1972 and see whether there are any differences. 
As for hypothesis two, again we shall collect data on the type of 
services.each farmer gets now in terms of extension worker visits, FIC courses 
attended, and number of loans received. 
For hypothesis number three, wo shall collect data relating to 
participation in social. organisations and office—b<j are ship in the same 
organisations e.g. KA1TU, self—help/haramboo groups, church and School 
Committees, Co-operatives, ma.ondolco ya wanawako organisation, and /jli clubs. 
Information gathered on those items will again bo compared to that obtained 
in 1970. 
For the testing of hypotheses number four, a level - of - living 
23 
scale mainly adopted from John C. Belcher will bo constructed from questions 
in the questionnaires that will be asked in the household level of - living. 
For the testing of hypothesis five, we hope to gather data on the 
education of children, jobs hold by children, investments, additional pieces 
of land acquired, etc. 
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KTHODOLOCrr 
Reference lias bc.cn made to the Baseline Survey that was carried , 
out in Tctu in 1970. The survey was carried out: ^ to^ detcmine the. .hptprp^ , 
chprept.e.ristics^  and. .pro.blpms. of. farmers in a, hiffjh ra^nf pl.1, J)otontial^ high 
wpulation density; area„ of. Keryp with a view to dcsi^tiin^ extension 
.programmes. and .sJ^ r.atc£ips_j*hich si^mficpirtly incropso. the efficient. 
utilization of^dLsting .fnpiij.iti esA. soryicpp and respurces_. without unduly 
QCOslatSac tl\G. pfflpiurbwpft time^ effort.p.nd finance^ currpntly^ being expanded 
.24 
on extension.'' ' The Survey also aimed at developing a reliable and 
ccloctic enough farmer classification index which could be used to rank 
order farmers on a socio-economic continuum ranging from laggardlinoss tp 
progressiveness in terms of agricultural practices, social participation, 
exposure to external influences, education and such like. The survey was 
based,on a. random sample of 354 farmers out of a population of between 
12-13,000 farm units. The units of analysis xijorc farm household heads 
sampled from the Land Registry that contains the names of all registered 
farm owners in the division. 
Bata pertaining to the dependent variable (Progressivenoss) and the 
various independent variables were gathered principally via a largely 
preooded interview schedule. 
From the data so gathered, a farmer classification index based on 
progressiveness defined as "the degree to which an individual is relatively 
earlier to adopt new ideas than other members of his social system", was 
developed. Individuals studied were heads of farms i.e. individuals who 
were in day-to-day decision — making (management of the farm) . The degree 
of progressiveness was measured by the number of years.since first.adoption, 
of each of the following innovations(l) Hybrid maize, (2) Coffee, (3) Tea, 
(4) fyrothrum, (5) Certified potatoes, (6) Macadamia nuts, (7) Grade cattle 
and (8) Pigs. These are the major income generating innovations in Tetu 
division as fa2> as farming is concerned, "^ ach farmer was asked how long he 
had been engaging in each of these eight enterprises and his progressiveness 
score was acquired, by summing up across all eight innovations. Thus, the 
progressiveness scale awarded farmers a higher—score (l) for having adopted 
a greater number of the eight innovations, and (2) at a relatively earlier 
time. 
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'The farmers -with the lowest score.on tho scale were labelled 
laggards. These laggards, 63 in the sample, scored zero on the- scale i.e. 
they were not engaged in any of the eight innovations forming the 
progrossivonoss index. The balance of the sample was arbitrarity divided, 
into three groups of more or less equal size. Thus, for the total sample, 
26% of the farmers were designated as most progressive, 27$ as Upper Middle 
Progressive, 29$ as lower middle progressive, and 18$ as laggards. 
The present study will be a panel study designed in exactly tho 
same linos. It will use a similar but slightly enlarged survey schedule, 
largely precoded and will have as itTs units of analysis the same respondents 
that were included in the 1970 survey. This is because we are trying to find 
out the trend in income distribution between the same farmers over the last 
two years. The survey schedule has been enlarged to include variables 
pertaining to house—hold level of living information from which will be 
used as indicants of level of living between the high and low income farmers. 
If possible, an attempt will be made to secure the services of 
the four Agricultural Assistants who were used in the 1970 survey as 
enumerators,, This is because the four extension agents were prior to that 
survey throughly trained in the techniques of scientific inquiry and as a 
result they turned out excellent work and at the same time, they were able 
to create a lot of empathy with the respondents. To this end, we would like 
to utilize their experience and their ability to empathize with the 
respondents. 
For the purposes of analysis, tho raw data when collected from 
tho field will be coded and punched into computer cards and then the 
information in these cards will be analysed via the I.D.S. counter sorter 
and tho computer in tho computor centre of tho University of Nairobi. 
Field work on the panol study is proposed to be undertaken in the 
months of llovember and December, 1972. 
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